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ABSTRACT: The use of superhydrophobic surfaces to
produce polymeric particles proves to be biologically friendly
since it entails the pipetting and subsequent cross-linking of
polymeric solutions under mild experimental conditions.
Moreover, it renders encapsulation efficiencies of ∼100%.
However, the obtained particles are 1 to 2 mm in size,
hindering to a large extent their application in clinical trials.
Improving on this technique, we propose the fabrication of
polymeric microparticles by spraying a hydrogel precursor over superhydrophobic surfaces followed by photo-cross-linking. The
particles were produced from methacrylamide chitosan (MA-CH) and characterized in terms of their size and morphology. As
demonstrated by optical and fluorescence microscopy, spraying followed by photo-cross-linking led, for the first time, to the
production of spherical particles with diameters on the order of micrometers, nominal sizes not attainable by pipetting. Particles
such as these are suitable for medical applications such as drug delivery and tissue engineering.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polymeric particles for biomedical applications can be produced
by a plethora of different routes, including emulsion polymer-
ization, solvent evaporation/extraction, and phase separation
(coacervation), among others, all of which are indeed effective
for their massive production but might also present major
limitations related to the use of organic/toxic solvents or high
temperature, compromising the encapsulation of certain
bioactive materials.1,2 Recognizing the aforementioned draw-
backs of conventional protocols, our group has recently
proposed the implementation of biomimetic synthesis
procedures based on the utilization of superhydrophobic
surfaces for the production of polymeric mono- and multi-
layered particles,3,4 also inspiring the work of others.5 The
strategy, encompassing the pipetting and subsequent cross-
linking of polymeric solutions containing the drug to be
released, is rather simple and reproducible, allowing the
production of totally biocompatible materials with encapsula-
tion efficiencies of ∼100%. However, the minimum size and
shape of produced particles are strongly dependent on the
solution viscosity/volume and substrate conditions, resulting in
the production of particles not smaller than 1 mm in diameter,
hampering in consequence their tentative use in clinical trials.
Improving on this biomimetic technique, here we demon-

strate for the first time the production of polymeric
microparticles on top of superhydrophobic surfaces. The
particles were produced from aqueous solutions of MA-CH
by spraying followed by photo-cross-linking. On the one hand,
MA-CH is anticipated to endow the particles with the favorable
biological properties of CH such as its outstanding biocompat-

ibility6−8 and biodegradability9,10 while being soluble in water
and presenting methacrylic groups necessary for cross-linking.11

On the other hand, we prove that spraying onto super-
hydrophobic surfaces is conducive to the production of
increasingly smaller particles with nominal diameters on the
order of micrometers.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Glass microscope slides were from Medline

(Spain). Acetic acid was from VWR (Belgium). Tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%), methacrylic anhydride (MA, ≥92%),
ammonium hydroxide solution (30−33%), 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-hydrox-
yethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (I2959, 98%), and 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (silane, 97%) were from Sigma-Aldrich.
Chitosan 95/20 was from Heppe Medical Chitosan GmbH
(Germany). KBr powder was from PIKE Technologies (USA).
Deuterium oxide was from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (USA).
All materials were used as received. Unless otherwise stated, water
purified in a 18 MΩ cm Milli-Q Plus water system was used
throughout.

2.2. Synthesis and Characterization of Superhydrophobic
Surfaces and MA-CH. The reader is referred to the Supporting
Information.

2.3. Synthesis and Characterization of MA-CH Micro-
particles. On the day of the experiment, 2.5 w/v % MA-CH was
dissolved in water containing 0.25 w/v% I2959. To produce the MA-
CH microspheres, we dispensed this solution with a generic sprayer
(nozzle sectional area = 7.55 × 10−4 cm2, input pressure ∼400 mbar;
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see the Supporting Information) by spraying once 25 cm above the
superhydrophobic surface (see Figure 1). Afterward, the obtained
polymeric droplets were cross-linked using UV light (365 nm, 11.4 W/
cm2) for 1 min. The sprayed droplets were observed by optical
(TR500; VWR) and fluorescence microscopy (Axio Imager Z1m;
Zeiss) before and after cross-linking. The mean particle size
(diameter) and shape factor (SF, ratio between diameters of particles
orthogonal and parallel to the surface) of 90 different particles were
obtained from 14 independent optical images by using ImageJ (see the
Supporting Information). For fluorescence microscopy, images were

recorded in the green channel (505 nm) and analyzed using the ZEN
software supplied with the instrument.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Statistical significance was considered at
a probability of p < 0.05 using the t test.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. General Overview of the Proposed Technology.
Polymeric microparticles were produced for the first time on
top of superhydrophobic surfaces. The microparticles were
produced from MA-CH, a well-known biopolymer, and cross-

Figure 1. Scheme depicting MA-CH particle production. (A) Microscope glass slides were coated with a carbon/silica/silane network in order to
obtain a superhydrophobic surface. WCA and SEM images of the surface structure are shown. (B) MA-CH solution was dispensed using a generic
sprayer placed 25 cm above the superhydrophobic surface. (C) MA-CH particles were cross-linked using UV light for 1 min in the presence of I2959.

Figure 2. Characterization of MA-CH particles before and after cross-linking by optical (A and B) and fluorescence microscopy (C and D). Size
distribution histograms in panels A and B were calculated from the measurement of the mean diameter (parallel to the surface) of imaged particles.
The scale bar in optical micrographs of panels A and B stands for 1 mm.
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linked upon light irradiation in the presence of I2959, a
cytocompatible cross-linker.12,13 The obtained particles were
characterized for their cross-linking degree, weight, size, and
morphology before and after cross-linking in order to assess the
feasibility of the proposed method.
The first step in our study was devoted to finding the optimal

experimental conditions, in particular, those relative to the MA-
CH concentration, cross-linking time, spraying height for the
chosen sprayer, and particle recovery. With respect to the MA-
CH concentration and cross-linking time, preliminary studies
with particles produced by pipetting demonstrated that
polymer concentrations below 1% gave rise to liquidlike gels
even after cross-linking times greater than 10 min (365 nm,
11.4 W/cm2). By contrast, when the concentration of MA-CH
was increased to ca. 3%, the gels were found to adopt a more
solid structure at cross-linking times of around 1 min. As a
result, the MA-CH concentration and cross-linking time were
chosen to be 2.5% and 1 min, respectively (the selected
concentration was the highest one allowing a free flow of the
polymeric solution through the sprayer nozzle). Regarding the
spraying height, it was decided to amount to 25 cm above the
surface since shorter heights (ca. 5−10 cm) rendered particles
equivalent to those obtained by pipetting, easily seen by the
naked eye, and higher ones (ca. 30−40 cm) reduced the
quantity of dispensed solution given the restricted area of the
surfaces (as observed by microscopy, images not shown).
Finally, concerning particle recovery, we concluded that the
best way to remove the particles from the surfaces was by
mechanical methods such as by a slight tapping by the
noncoated face of the surfaces or by direct motion with the help
of a needle, not requiring any kind of purification steps. In this
context, we also verified that the removal of particles is
facilitated while working under humidified-air conditions so
that the particles remain hydrated. The chosen experimental
conditions made possible the administration of ca. 17 ± 1 mg
of polymeric solution per cycle (n = 6), resulting in a final
weight of particles after cross-linking of 13 ± 2 mg (n = 6) (that
is, a shrinking ratio of 23.5%). Inferred from optical
micrographs of the surfaces after particle recovery, the process
yield was determined to be ca. 100% inasmuch as almost no
particle was observed all along the inspected surfaces (images
not shown).
3.2. Particle Characterization by Optical and Fluo-

rescence Microscopy. Figure 2 presents optical and
fluorescence micrographs of the produced microparticles before
and after cross-linking. Regarding the optical characterization,
panel A shows that dispensed particles (before cross-linking)
were distributed all along the sprayed substrates with a well-
defined spherical shape, although presenting a rather broad size
distribution spanning from ca. 80 to 400 μm. The spherical
shape (SF = 0.92 ± 0.06) is promoted by the topography of the
surfaces described in the Supporting Information (see Figure
S1). It is well accepted that rough (porous) surfaces prompt the
formation of a solid−air interface by the inner parts of
asperities. Then, when water droplets are dispensed, they
organize preferentially by this interface, reducing to a high
extent the solid−liquid contact area and therefore liquid
adhesion. Referred to as the Cassie−Baxter state,14 this regime
proves to preserve the spherical shape of droplets as long as
their diameters are larger than the pitch between asperities and
no external forces such as pressure are applied.15,16 Thus, the
spherical shape of our particles is a consequence of the
observed pitch between asperities (Figure S1B), which was

found to amount to ca. 2 μm, a characteristic length at least 1
order of magnitude shorter than the diameter of the smallest
sprayed droplets. Interestingly, this outlined sphericity of the
sprayed particles, combined with their small dimensions,
proved to guarantee a lower surface interaction with the
superhydrophobic substrates. As shown in Table 1, the
fractional contact area (FA) of microparticles was determined
to be ca. 4 times smaller than that of particles dispensed by
pipetting.

On the other hand, regarding the broad size distribution of
sprayed particles (80−400 μm), we speculate it to result from
droplet fragmentation, namely, the formation of smaller
droplets from larger ones due to their high-speed collision
onto solid surfaces during spraying.17 This is likely to occur
considering the already-cited simplicity of the experimental
setup (section 2.3) by which physical variables such as spraying
pressure and nozzle dimensions were not varied. At this point,
it is noteworthy that other techniques arguably avoid
fragmentation by spraying directly onto liquid media.18 Yet,
they show the major drawback of requiring additional washing
steps devoted to the removal of residual counterions from the
bulk (originally present in excess for cross-linking), impacting
to a high extent the process yield and not guaranteeing 100%
encapsulation.18,19 As mentioned before, this is not a problem
in the current protocol. In our case, the mere implementation
of more sophisticated sprayers enabling the tuning of the
aforementioned variables has proved to be conducive to
achieving better control of the size distribution of the droplets
(i.e., better control of fragmentation; results to be published).
With respect to particle evolution after cross-linking, panel B

depicts two features worth stressing. First, the particles
preserved the well-defined spherical geometry exhibited before
cross-linking (SF = 0.93 ± 0.08), highlighting the advantages of
employing a noninvasive procedure for particles processing.1

Second, compared to sprayed particles, the width of the size
distribution was slightly shortened to the 80−300 μm interval,
which can fairly be attributed to water expulsion from the cross-
linked polymeric core and the partial dehydration of free water
from the surface of already-formed hydrogels.20,21

Taking advantage of the natural fluorescence of CH,22

fluorescence microscopy experiments were also carried out in
order to gain insight into the inner structure of the produced
particles, as shown in panels C and D. These panels confirm the
spherical geometry and size of the particles revealed by optical
microscopy; however, they also reveal clear differences in the
fluorescence emission from samples before (panel C) and after
cross-linking (panel D). Panel C displays the imaged particle as
having a well-defined contour but a faint core; meanwhile,
panel D shows a particle with a well-defined core structure,
reflecting a homogeneous distribution of fluorescence emission
points. Regarding panel C, the observed blurred profile suggests
the presence of a comparatively higher quantity of water,

Table 1. Surface Contact Area (SA) and Fractional Area in
Contact with the Substrates (FA) for Microdroplets and
Macrodropletsa

SA (mm2) FA (%)

microdroplet (R ≅ 0.1 mm) 5.8 × 10−4 0.4
macrodroplet (R ≅ 1 mm) 1.9 × 10−1 1.7

aR stands for the particle radius. For details on these calculations, the
reader is referred to the Supporting Information.
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distorting the fluorescence emission of CH. Technically
speaking, such a distortion can result from background
emission, spherical aberration, and/or a combination of
both.23,24 Concerning panel D, on the other hand, the
observed, more defined profile provides evidence of (i) the
confinement of CH chains to a sound spatial restructuring
because of cross-linking,25 leading to an enhanced intensity of
the in-focus fluorescence related to the accumulation of
emission points within a restricted area,23 and (ii) water
expulsion from the particle core and the eventual evaporation
of superficial water (as also inferred by optical microscopy),20,21

diminishing to a high extent (not to say avoiding) the
appearance of the aforementioned image artifacts. Interestingly
and highlighting our particles as suitable vehicles for drug
delivery, NMR results demonstrated that the practiced
conditions led to a 76.3% conversion of methacrylic groups,
providing evidence of the right cross-linking of CH chains (see
the Supporting Information). As widely cited in literature, the
spatial restructuring of CH chains within the particles after
cross-linking constitutes the driving mechanism by which
therapeutic molecules can be encapsulated.26 Such reorganiza-
tion is mandatory not only for the initial protection of
encapsulated cargos but also for their subsequent controlled
release.1

Taken together, all of these observations ratify that despite
the simplicity of the spray system used, which is in part
responsible for the obtained size distribution, this method
proves to be suitable for obtaining polymeric particles with sizes
ca. 1 order of magnitude smaller with respect to the current
methodology, namely, by pipetting,3,4 reaching a high process
yield of around 100%. Importantly, contrary to the wet-
chemistry procedures commonly employed to produce
polymeric microparticles1 our proposed protocol is also
demonstrated to be biologically friendly, straightforward, and
cost-effective. In fact, we anticipate that the process can be
scalable by employing surfaces with larger sectional areas and
also by optimizing the experimental conditions for more robust
sprayers operating at varying spraying pressures, with different
nozzles, and allowing, in consequence, to achieve tunable flow
rates. Moreover, the simplicity of the concept and the attainable
amphiphobic character of the surfaces27 make it possible to
expand this technology to other purposes such as cosmetics,
agriculture, and electronics, where solvents different than water
are often required. On the other hand, regarding the particles
per se, the biocompatible properties of CH combined with the
mild processing conditions point them out as suitable
microcarriers for many bioactive molecules such as cells and
proteins, which is beneficial for different fields such as biology
and tissue engineering.28,29

4. OUTLOOK
This work proposes a new strategy to produce polymeric
particles based on the use of superhydrophobic surfaces and
spraying. Compared to other methodologies, the sketched
approach proved to be simple, fast, cost-effective, and totally
biocompatible, allowing the production of polymeric micro-
particles under mild experimental conditions without using any
kind of harsh materials. As such, the proposed strategy is
anticipated to constitute a new, versatile tool for producing
microcarriers for both science and technology. It has to be
noted, however, that the possibility of producing particles with
increasingly smaller dimensions and narrower size distributions
will rely directly on the optimization of the present process

and/or the use of more robust dispensing systems. As
previously mentioned, the process can be scalable by employing
superhydrophobic surfaces with larger sectional areas.
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